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ABSTRACT While community-campus engagement (CCE) has gained prominence in postsecondary institutions, critics have called for a more direct focus on community goals and objectives. In this paper, we explore the possibilities and limitations of community-centred research through our collective experiences with the Community First: Impacts of Community Engagement (CFICE) and the Community Food Sovereignty (CFS) Hub. Drawing on a four-year research project with twelve community-campus partnership projects across Canada, we outline three key areas for reflection. First, we examine the meanings of community-centred research—called “community first”—in our work. Second, we explore key tensions that resulted from putting “community first” research into practice. Third, we discuss possibilities that emerged from attempts to engage in “community first” CCE. We suggest that while putting “community first” presents an opportunity to challenge hierarchical relationships between academia, western ways of knowing, and community, it does not do so inherently. Rather, the CCE process is complex and contested, and in practice it often fails to meaningfully dismantle hierarchies and structures that limit grassroots community leadership and impact. Overall, we argue for the need to both champion and problematize “community first” approaches to CCE and through these critical, and sometimes difficult conversations, we aim to promote more respectful and reciprocal CCE that works towards putting “community first.”
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Community-Campus Engagement (CCE) has gained popularity amongst academics across North America. CCE is a concept that includes a broad range of research and teaching activities such as community-based research, community service-learning, and other forms of engagement between community-based organizations and postsecondary institutions (Cronley, Madden, & Davis, 2015; Israel, Schulz, Parker, & Becker, 1998; Schwartz, 2010). While CCE practices are diverse, here we use the term to describe partnerships between community-based organizations and university faculty, students, and staff that aim to create mutually beneficial relationships (Andrée et al., 2014; Levkoe et al., 2016; Strand, Cutforth, Stoecker, Marullo, & Donohue, 2003).

Despite its many successes, critics have argued that CCE tends to privilege postsecondary
institutions instead of community goals and objectives (Bortolin, 2011; Dempsey, 2010). Despite these sentiments, there is little documentation and study of what it means to put “community first” in CCE. Even among attempts to articulate and implement these efforts (for example, Cronley et al., 2015; Levkoe et al., 2016; Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2000), few studies have discussed what the concept of “community-centred” or “community first” means to community and academic participants as well as the resulting opportunities and challenges arising from participants’ different goals and objectives within this framework.

In this article, we focus on “community first” CCE used by the Community First: Impacts of Community Engagement (CFICE), Community Food Sovereignty (CFS) Hub to frame our research. In doing so, we do not suggest that “community first” CCE is necessarily the ideal way to structure community-campus partnerships in all contexts; rather, we use it as a way to examine our own aspirations and to understand how our research practices measured up to our theoretical framings within CFICE. As members of the CFS Hub management team, we examine what “community first” has meant in theory and practice within our research. While we draw general conclusions that might be helpful to others working on community-centred research, we offer the following as reflections that are specific to our own research experiences with the CFS Hub.

CFICE is a Pan-Canadian action research project that works with academics and community groups to better understand how community-campus partnerships can be designed and implemented to maximize value for community-based organizations. Established in 2012, the first phase of the project was structured to work through interconnected hubs focusing on social, economic, and environmental issues, each with community and academic co-leads. The CFS Hub was established to advance food sovereignty, “the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and agriculture systems” (Nyéléni, 2007). Between 2012 and 2016, the CFS Hub worked closely with Food Secure Canada (FSC), the Canadian Association of Food Studies (CAFS), and about 30 community and academic partners to explore different models of CCE and, in doing so, to share approaches and practices that support food sovereignty in Canada.

As part of the CFS Hub management team, the three authors of this paper shared the

1 When established, the CFS Hub was originally named the Community Food Security Hub. In the second year of the project, the name was changed to the Community Food Sovereignty Hub to reflect the participants’ values and the direction of the research.


3 Cathleen Kneen was the fourth management team member.
goal of creating sustainable, equitable food systems through grassroots food sovereignty movements. Through the CFS Hub and its focus on “community first” research, we saw an opportunity to address community needs and advance food sovereignty in Canada. However, we each came from different perspectives and played different roles within the CFS Hub. Abra Brynne worked as a staff member with FSC as well as a demonstration project partner with the British Columbia Food Systems Network. Charles Levkoe began as the academic lead on the Planning for Change demonstration projects before assuming the role of the CFS Hub’s academic co-lead. Lauren Kepkiewicz was employed as the CFS Hub’s research assistant while completing a PhD. All three authors had worked within the Canadian food movement and had experience doing food systems research. Taking these different positionalities into consideration, we use this paper as an opportunity to collaboratively reflect on key challenges and possibilities in doing “community first” research within the CFS Hub.

In the following section, we begin by describing CCE in relation to a history of inequity that has valued academic ways of knowing above community-based epistemologies and privileged dominant western approaches to knowledge. This section provides context for understanding some of the structural constraints on our attempts to do “community first” research within the CFS Hub. Next, drawing on our collective experiences within the CFS Hub, we reflect on three key areas. First, we explore the meaning of “community first” CCE within the CFS Hub and how our understandings of this approach developed. Second, we address key tensions in putting “community first” research into practice within the CFS Hub, including timelines and funding structures that re-centred academic control over the research process. Third, we outline possibilities that emerged from our attempts to put “community first” in CCE.

We conclude that “community first” has been an important aspiration; however, the process for doing this type of CCE work has been complex and contested. Despite our best efforts, we fell short of our aim to engage in research that benefitted communities first and foremost. While emphasizing the importance of working towards “community first” CCE, we are cautious of our ability to do so meaningfully in the present political and economic context where academic institutions privilege western and academic knowledge and expertise. We emphasize the structural limitations of “community first” CCE, acknowledging that “community first” CCE is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to achieve within current academic structures. Furthermore, community first approaches do not inherently challenge western epistemologies, as this depends not only on a project’s orientation but also on the particular individuals and communities involved. Additionally, we suggest that “community first” research can reproduce dominant western ways of knowing, depending on the communities one works with. In this context we encourage CCE practitioners to problematize
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4 Western knowledge refers to a system that privileges particular forms of knowledge and practice. It is premised on an epistemology that privileges the scientific method, positivism, individuality, objectivity, and the separation and quantification of time, space, and relationships with the natural world (Tuhiwai Smith 2008). Following Said, Foucault, and Hall, Tuhiwai Smith explains that western knowledge is based in systems of classification and representation “which are coded in such ways as to ‘recognize’ each other and either mesh together, or create a cultural ‘force field’ which can screen out competing and oppositional discourses” (p. 47). This is done in order to define certain people as humans and others as not-humans, with the purpose of ensuring ongoing Western dominance.
framings of “community first” that assume a homogeneous definition of community. Rather, it is necessary to be clear about which communities—and whose communities—research prioritizes, recognizing that the principles and mechanisms for engagement may be distinct (e.g. for small businesses, municipal governments, non-profit organizations, and/or social movements).

Because academics and community members face a complex array of challenges in conducting “community first” research, the label should be used with caution. However, this should not dampen the aspiration to achieve more community-focused collaborations. Overall, we argue for the need to both champion and problematize “community first” CCE methodologies in ways that challenge academic institutions that uphold western and academic ways of knowing. Through these critical, and sometimes difficult conversations, our aim is to engage in more respectful, reciprocal, and equitable research relationships that benefit “communities first”.

“Community First” Community-Campus Engagement?
CCE can be broadly described as partnerships between campus-based actors (including postsecondary students, postdoctoral fellows, instructors, faculty, and their institutions) and community-based practitioners and activists (including private, public, and non-profit sectors). CCE partnerships include research and teaching intended to support community-based organizations to meet their goals while making campuses more relevant and accountable to their communities. While CCE includes a range of approaches (e.g. community-based research, participatory action research, or service-learning), each shares a commitment to building respectful and mutually beneficial partnerships. Central to these relationships is the assumption that partnerships are based on the reciprocal and meaningful exchange of knowledge and resources (Carnegie Elective Community Engagement Classification, 2015; Flicker, 2008).

Despite positive intentions (for the most part), critics have argued that unreflexive approaches to community-based research can reproduce hierarchical relationships that privilege campuses and fail to adequately address community needs and knowledge (Bortolin, 2011; Flicker, 2008). For many community-based practitioners, and particularly for non-profit organizations, priorities tend to focus on program delivery with limited capacity and resources to take on research-related projects. As the network Incite! Women of Colour Against Violence (2007) argues, this is due, in part, to funding obligations and the immediacy of social needs that would otherwise go unmet, particularly within the current context of neoliberalization. For example, the Incite network argues that neoliberal policies have placed increasing responsibility for delivering direct services on non-profit organizations rather than the state while at the same time demanding that non-profits increasingly structure themselves like businesses, often limiting their abilities to push for radical social-justice programing and advocacy. Further,

5 Neoliberalism has been described as a series of political and economic practices giving primacy to entrepreneurial freedom, strong private property rights, individual liberty, free markets and free trade as a way to advance human wellbeing (Harvey, 2005). The term ‘neoliberalization’ denotes that this is a dynamic system and not fixed in time.
critics have also noted that many community-campus partnerships perpetuate dominant social relations with no intention to challenge systems of inequality or to change underlying causes (Butcher, Bazzina, & Moran, 2011; Butin 2010; McBride, Brav. Menon, & Sherraden, 2006). For example, while community-based knowledge and experiences are an essential part of research, the academy often fails to recognize these as credible or legitimate (Tuhawi Smith, 1999).

Although different forms of CCE have attempted to address these critiques, they remain embedded in broader contexts of exploitation and inequity. In many cases, community members, and particularly marginalized communities, have experienced the academy as an elitist institution with rules and regulations that work to legitimize certain types of knowledge and knowers, positioning western (e.g., predominantly white, male, settler, upper class) epistemologies above community-based experiences and knowledges, particularly those originating within Indigenous communities and other marginalized groups (Battiste, 2008; Kovach, 2009; Simpson, 2011; Tuck 2009; Tuhawi Smith, 1999). For example, Tuhawi Smith (1999) argues that academic institutional rules, regulations, and expectations have created a context in which, “Western ideas about the most fundamental things are the only ideas possible to hold, certainly the only rational ideas, and the only ideas which can make sense of the world, of reality, of social life, and of human beings” (p. 56). These assumptions centre western knowledge production that prioritizes presumed rationality and objectivity over heart-, experiential- and emotion-based ways of knowing (Hart, Straka, & Rowe, 2017). They also assume academic ownership over all data, and position academia as the only space in which ‘legitimate’ knowledge production occurs (Tuhawi Smith, 1999).

Although we believe that “community first” CCE in its ideal form must challenge both western and academic epistemologies, we also recognize that as white, non-Indigenous researchers we operate within and benefit from institutional structures predicated on extractive relationships and the legitimization of specific ways of knowing over others. Thus we have a particular responsibility as “community first” CCE practitioners to challenge and change “the histories, social relations and conditions that structure groups unequally” (Verjee, 2012, p. 66), and “create new structures of engagement” (Sheridan & Jacobi, 2014, p. 13). Without these actions for change, we do not believe it is possible to engage in CCE that puts “community first” and decentres western knowledge production.

**Methodologies**

Our collective reflection for this article began with a roundtable session organized at the 2015 CAFS Assembly entitled, *Power Dynamics in Community Campus Partnerships for Food Sovereignty*. The session brought together academic and community partners involved in the CFS Hub to share perspectives of the power dynamics within attempts to put “community first” in the demonstration projects and the CFS Hub more broadly. The session was recorded, transcribed, and analyzed as a starting point for developing this paper. In presenting our reflections, we also draw from evaluations conducted by the CFS Hub and final reports from demonstration project partners. As part of our collective reflection, we kept notes of discussions and
reflections throughout our work with the CFS Hub.

While we have worked collaboratively as the CFS Hub management team, it is important to highlight our different roles, positionalities, and perspectives. As a community co-lead and staff with FSC from 2012 to 2015, Abra is a community-based researcher and seasoned activist with extensive knowledge of food systems as well as experience working with social movements and CCE projects. When the opportunity arose to take on the role of academic co-lead of the CFS Hub, Charles was eager to work more closely with community and academic leaders within Canadian food movements. Mobilizing his experience in the non-profit and agricultural sectors, Charles was responsible for ensuring the broad visions and objectives of CFICE were implemented through the research partnerships. As the research assistant for the CFS Hub, Lauren provided research and logistical support to the demonstration projects as well as the CFS Hub management team, while being greatly influenced by grassroots activist work within Indigenous and settler food movements. In the following three sections, we present key reflections on what “community first” has meant within CFICE as well as how it has worked in practice within the CFS Hub.

Reflection #1: What does “community first” mean within CFICE and the CFS Hub?

As discussed above, CFICE was established in response to critiques that many CCE projects fail to adequately engage in research and teaching that puts “community first.” In this context, CFICE aimed to establish “healthier, more democratic and longer-lasting community-campus relationships” (CFICE, n.d.). According to the website for the overarching project, “being community first means engaging in equitable partnerships to co-create knowledge and action plans for addressing pressing community issues” (CFICE, n.d., emphasis in original).6 These efforts are rooted in a belief that collaborative and mutually-beneficial community-academic partnerships (including knowledge co-creation and mobilization) are essential to more sustainable futures. During the first phase of CFICE, (from 2012-2015), this belief manifested through the establishment of five independent-operating thematic hubs that were co-developed and led by academic and community partners.7

To examine the question of how to do “community first” CCE research, CFICE worked with academic and community partners to co-develop project goals, objectives, methods, and underlying concepts. These partners came together within each hub as well as through quarterly program committee meetings to reflect on the progress and to make decisions about the overall project direction. While there was some turnover of participants, community organizations were actively involved throughout the project.

Within the CFS Hub, our understanding of “community first” built on the larger project’s definition of the phrase, while at the same time adapting it to address the specific goals and needs of our academic and community partners. In addition to core partners Food Secure
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6 Although the CFS Hub is one of the thematic hubs under CFICE, the authors were not involved in developing the initial “community-first” vision, definitions, and methodologies of the project.

7 The five thematic hubs included: The Community Food Sovereignty Hub, the Poverty Reduction Hub, the Community Environmental Sustainability Hub, the Violence Against Women Hub, and the Knowledge Mobilization Hub.
Canada and Canadian Association of Food Studies, the CFS Hub had over 30 community and academic participants engaged in the demonstration projects over the first four years of the project. For the CFS Hub, building a “community first” approach meant that CCE work must take direction from its core community partner, FSC, who is a key convener of Canadian food movements. As a result, one of the main goals of the CFS Hub was to provide core support for a network of community-campus partnerships that intersected with FSC’s key program areas: zero hunger, healthy and safe food and sustainable food systems (Food Secure Canada [FSC], n.d.).

The CFS Hub was originally composed of one community co-lead and one academic co-lead; as relationships and trust developed over time, the management team evolved to include the research assistant as well as an FSC staff liaison. Through this evolution the CFS Hub developed a horizontal governance structure based on developing consensus among all members (Kepkiewicz, Srivastava, Levkoe, Brynne, & Kneen, 2017). The ongoing participation of a FSC staff liaison enabled continuity within the CFS Hub, ensuring that a representative from FSC would be part of decision-making processes. This involvement and collaborative decision making structure was a key aspect of the CFS Hub’s attempt to engage in “community first” CCE.

Another attempt to engage in “community first” CCE included supporting Canadian food movement networks by providing small pots of funding to twelve CCE demonstration projects. Each of the projects was based on existing collaborations between community-based practitioners and academic researchers working to transform food systems in Canada. The CFS Hub funds sought to enable the extension and evaluation of these projects’ relationships, with the intention to better understand how non-profit community organizations can effectively share control of and benefit from community-campus partnerships. Each demonstration project received funds to participate for one year, with additional communication and evaluation over the duration of the project. Some participants contributed to CFS Hub presentations to share their work and experiences at FSC’s biannual assemblies and annual CAFS conferences.

The relationship between demonstration project partners and the CFS Hub was guided by collaborative partnership agreements co-created and negotiated with each demonstration project to ensure that all those involved had an opportunity to contribute to the vision, objectives, and practical details of the partnership. While the demonstration project partners retained ultimate control in determining the direction of their CCE project partnerships, the collaborative agreement provided a platform to articulate how they would work with the CFS Hub to expand and evaluate these partnerships.

While the original intention was to have a representative from each demonstration project involved in the CFS Hub’s decision making, this proved difficult. Many community practitioners had neither time nor resources to participate in work that was not directly connected to organizational projects. Recognizing these limitations, the CFS Hub management
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8 Of note, not one of the management team members (including this article’s authors) was directly involved in the initial process due to personnel changes in the project over time. This situation is not uncommon in long-term projects due to staff changes, personal leaves, and unexpected illness.
team attempted to maintain communication with each demonstration project, for example, by providing news and updates through the CFICE website and CFS Hub newsletters. Demonstration project partners and the CFS Hub also came together to co-author several reports and academic articles and share their experiences through a series of conference presentations, workshops, and webinars. These initiatives helped to articulate learnings and reflect on what it means to engage in research and teaching that attempt to put “community first.”

By describing the ways that CFICE and the CFS Hub understood and attempted to put “community first” CCE into practice, our intention is to reflect on how we engaged in collaborative research and decision-making processes. These attempts included working closely with FSC staff and supporting a network of community organizations building food movements in Canada. However, we also recognize that we were not always effective in engaging in CCE that puts “community first.” In the next section, we identify the limitations of our work, including our own mistakes as well as broader institutional constraints.

**Reflection #2: What have been the key tensions in putting ideals of “community first” into practice?** Reflecting on the ways that “community first” was put into practice within the CFS Hub, we highlight several key challenges. In particular, we outline how our own project design and methodology decisions did not always support our “community first” vision but instead entrenched research practices that centre academic power over funding, timelines, and definitions of community. Further, we recognize that these practices are rooted in institutional structures that prioritize academic ways of knowing and, in doing so, perpetuate power inequities between different actors. Taking both these personal and structural factors into consideration, our intention is to critically reflect on the limitations of our attempts to disrupt conventional approaches to CCE and academic research more generally. We see this reflection process (and the actions that follow) as a key part of moving towards “community first” CCE.

In CFS Hub work, we found that timelines were often dictated by academic needs and research practices that took precedence over those of the community. For example, pre-determined academic funding structures and University ethics applications required clear start and end dates, a linear timeline that begins with background research, proceeds to data collection and analysis, and concludes with disseminating research findings rather than a timeline designed to facilitate community partner projects and build relationships (as key method and outcome of knowledge production). While in some cases this was not a problem, in others, community partners expressed concern that the project was moving too quickly without adequate time to build trust and create and revisit mutual understandings and guidelines for relationships and research (although the development of collaborative agreements discussed above were helpful). As such, academic ways of conducting research and producing knowledge were often prioritized with timelines focused on the collection and dissemination of “data” rather than continually nurturing and renegotiating relationships.

Academic funding structures also set timeframes that often did not match community-based timelines that centred on ongoing work and relationship-building. Although we had
hoped to continue relationships beyond the one-year duration of the demonstration project partnerships, once the project funding was spent, many community partners felt unable to continue to engage without additional supports for staff time and resources. This was significant because a year was often just enough time to begin building relationships. For example, one community-based practitioner told the CFS Hub management team that they had just begun to develop trust for building meaningful research relationships when the first phase of the project was ending and the CFS Hub was set to dissolve. As a result, the individuals who had developed the partnership were no longer funded, nor were there further funds available to support the emerging relationship. While this did not prevent the partners from continuing relationships on an individual basis, we/they were not supported in doing so at the CFS Hub level or as part of the larger project, which continued onto a different research phase.

In Figure 1, Abra illustrates how community-based participants experienced academic engagement within the demonstration projects as well as between the demonstration projects and the CFS Hub. The sentiment is that academic engagement with community is typically broken into several phases based on availability in contrast to community timelines, which often stretch over long periods of time in order to accomplish their goals. Within our project, university structures often demanded that community-campus partnerships work in relation to the ebb and flow of students and faculty, rather than building long-term relationships, while community-based organizations’ work is generally shaped by ongoing community needs and pressures.

![Figure 1. Brynne’s visual depiction of academic engagement in community initiatives](image)

A second major tension in our attempts to put “community first” occurred around funding. While academics in Canada do not typically raise money for their own salaries, they rely on funding to purchase equipment, hire researchers, support students, conduct research, and advance their careers. In contrast, most community organizations involved in the CFS Hub were dependent on raising funds for day-to-day activities, staff salaries, and general operations. Within the CFS Hub, each demonstration project received approximately $5,000 to support and evaluate a pre-existing CCE project working towards food sovereignty. Some projects received additional funding for travel to conferences and meetings (e.g. FSC and
CAFS Assemblies) as well as supports to share research findings, including webinars, public reports, and podcasts. The collaborative agreements outlined mutually agreed responsibilities and outputs, yet the demonstration projects had significant flexibility for how they used the funding. For example, one project used the money to hire a consultant to conduct a formal project evaluation followed by a workshop to discuss evaluation themes. Another project directed funds towards staff time to increase organizational capacity to reflect on the project and improve communications.

While demonstration projects had primary authority to spend the funds, and most used the money to suit their needs, multiple demonstration projects reflected that the funds were more work to administer than they were worth. For example, partners pointed to the significant time it took to receive the funding and to comply with bureaucratic requirements. Additionally, demonstration project partners underlined the need for Community-Campus Engagement partnerships to come with more substantial and sustained funding. While tenured academic researchers have a secure income that pays their salaries to engage in CCE, community-based practitioners operate in contexts where their positions can be extremely precarious, often tied to specific projects and with excessive work expectations for limited compensation.

Another major challenge faced was that the fundamental terms of the partnership were predetermined and controlled by the CFS Hub, the CFICE mandate, the administering university, and the funder. Although the activities of CFICE were designed to benefit CCE partnerships, for many community partners these benefits were either overly abstract, a mismatch with programs and obligations tied to funding sources, or too aspirational to be able to commit staff time and organizational resources.

Additionally, the CFS Hub was responsible for making decisions regarding which projects received funding as well as how to allocate other funds (e.g., for conference travel, research assistant salaries, and knowledge dissemination). Because funds originated from a federal research funding agency, monies needed to be administered by an academic institution. Further, the academic co-lead was ultimately responsible and accountable for all funding decisions. Although funding decisions were made collaboratively by the CFS Hub’s management team, the primary authority over allocation of funds remained within the academy.

Another tension around funding arose when community partners did not fulfill the terms of the collaborative agreements. For example, some demonstration projects did not submit a final report, or declined to participate in ongoing CFS Hub activities. In this context, the management team felt more like a funder that had provided resources for evaluation, rather than a collaborative partner. Whereas the CFS Hub envisioned a collaborative relationship spanning the seven years of the larger project, there was only a small amount of direct funding for demonstration projects. In this context, we came to understand that many of the community-based organizations needed a funder rather than a research partner, especially smaller organizations that were over-worked and under-funded. In other words, organizations had limited capacity for building partnerships and instead often needed to focus on funding for their ongoing survival.

Reflecting on these tensions, we believe demonstration project partners may have viewed
CFICE as a more valuable and genuine partner if the CFS Hub had the resources and mandate to more actively participate in and contribute to their project beyond the evaluation. This needed to be project-specific, which would have required additional resources and different kinds of experiences, beyond the capacity of the CFS Hub management team. In some cases, individuals from the CFS Hub management team used their personal expertise to support a demonstration project, but at the CFS Hub level, we were not particularly purposeful nor explicit about the value of these relationships. This contribution depended on a good match between the individuals involved. For example, Abra’s experience with community-based activism and policy work related to meat production enabled her to contribute, in concrete ways, to a demonstration project focused on similar issues.

A third tension we encountered while attempting to put “community first” into practice was the way CCE tends to favour particular community members who are often part of formal organizations, rather than informal groups and social movements. Academic research structures are often more conducive to developing partnerships with community organizations that have well-established institutionalized structures. At the same time, formal organizations tend to be better positioned to work with academics. For example, despite an intention to support food sovereignty movements, the CFS Hub partnered primarily with registered non-profit organizations. These kinds of community organizations are often perceived by academic institutions and funders to be more accountable and responsible due to their legal requirements as non-profits. They also tend to have more capacity, including the time needed for negotiating and building community-campus relationships, the ability to handle the administrative work accompanying these partnerships, and the ability to work with the research itself, with staff members who can be seconded or assigned to different projects.

However, while non-profit organizations play an important role in social and ecological justice efforts, they should not be construed as the movement. Most of the non-profit organizations we worked with had a specific mandate and a small number of professional staff and/or volunteers. These organizations and staff/volunteers certainly contributed to larger movements, but they were not necessarily representative of the broader grassroots communities who are integral to movements and movement-building.

While there are advantages to doing “community first” research with practitioners who are not involved in formal organizations, working with informal groups brings a different set of challenges. A lack of financial resources is often compounded among informal community actors, as funding bodies are often uncomfortable and/or unwilling to support individual activists and grassroots groups. While these groups typically have accountability mechanisms in place—based, for example, on interpersonal relationships and community networks—academic funding structures rarely value these as highly as formal mechanisms.

Understanding the different ways that our project’s “community first” CCE research attempted to engage community actors is necessary within a context ripe with assumptions about who community includes and whose communities are prioritized. This understanding emerged during the first year of the CFS Hub, when the management team observed that organizations claiming to speak for community members may privilege particular perspectives
and “represent a level of bureaucracy that can get in the way of understanding what community members really think, feel and need” (Andrée et al., 2014, p. 43). It is important to articulate the specifics of the community actors involved in “community first” CCE as well as engaging with the ways that communities include hierarchies and power imbalances. For example, a community-based activist expressed disappointment at the fact that CFICE had chosen to work with well-established community organizations in the area in which she lived. Furthermore, she expressed disappointment that such large academic projects were not doing more to support grassroots activists working to address structural issues and inequities within the community.

Our project’s engagement with non-profit organizations meant that certain community members were more likely than others to participate in our research. Academic funding and administrative structures made non-profit organizations more attractive CCE partners, often resulting in partnerships with non-profit leaders who tended to be (but were certainly not always) white, middle-class, non-Indigenous, and generally unrepresentative of the entire communities they served. In this way, academic structures had a major influence on which community members—many rooted in western ways of knowing—were able to participate in our research. This, in turn, influenced the way the CFS Hub worked. For example, one partner suggested the linear depiction of time outlined in Figure 1 is rooted in a western perspective that fails to take into account understandings of time as circular.

While most of the demonstration projects aimed to transform food systems, we observed that non-profit organizations with formalized structures were generally less inclined than grassroots networks and activists to take on controversial projects in order to secure funding and appeal to the general public. In this context, it is important to understand which communities are more likely to be approached by academics as well as how the structures of research institutions better enable (as well as constrain) certain kinds of CCE.

**Reflection #3: What are the Possibilities for Putting “Community First” in CCE?**

Despite the challenges in putting “community first” within CCE, our collective experiences suggest some key steps that academics and community-based practitioners can take to build more respectful and reciprocal relationships. While we believe “community first” research is an important goal, it is extremely difficult to achieve within academic institutions that continue to centre western methodologies, prioritize university “experts” over community knowledge-holders, and allocate funding to academics rather than community members. Still, we believe we must continue to work towards “community first” CCE by clearly articulating intentions and goals; recognizing and embracing differences as well as commonalities; ensuring research design and questions are determined by communities in collaboration with academic partners; and creating research that centres anti-colonial and social justice theories and practices.

First, we suggest that those involved in “community first” CCE clearly articulate intentions and goals from the outset, including being upfront regarding our capacity to meaningfully engage in “community first” research. Academics might ask: *What limitations do I face in working toward a “community first” approach and are they surmountable within my current institutional context?* For
what and whose purpose am I asking to partner with community actors? Whose time am I taking and for whose
benefit? Often, academics uncritically assume that their research is valuable, even if no tangible
benefits exist for community partners. Likewise, community-based participants might ask: Is this partnership worthwhile to our organizational mandate? What are the key elements that we are not willing to compromise?

The Community Food Sovereignty Hub attempted to encourage these conversations through collaborative agreements between the demonstration projects and the management team. These agreements provided space to articulate goals and expectations, including expected outputs and potential benefits of the collaboration. Based on our experiences, taking time to develop the terms of CCE partnerships before beginning research (as well as revisiting these terms throughout the research) is a key part of ensuring that different partners’ desires and goals are met. Additionally, we believe it is important to be upfront about whether and how our research is/was able to meet “community first” aspirations. In our case, it would have been helpful to use language that indicated we were working towards building “community first” CCE rather than assuming our CCE approach would inherently produce equitable research relationships.

Part of articulating and reflecting on research intentions and goals also leads to our second suggestion, which is for those involved in CCE research to understand and embrace differences and commonalities. For example, academics and community practitioners might ask: What do I have in common with the person/organization/university I am partnering with, and how are our goals and needs different? By asking these questions we underline the importance of partners critically reflecting on the ways in which we are positioned differently within our work. Our experiences have demonstrated that academics in particular (but community partners as well) need to approach “community first” CCE work with an understanding of the ways in which we are implicated in and benefit from institutional structures that privilege western and/or academic knowledge production. Even though academics working on “community first” CCE may not agree with this privileging, we/they often benefit from these structures, particularly white, settler, upper class, male academics. Similarly, partners may also be dominantly positioned within their communities and can benefit from additional critical reflection on their power and privilege. As a result, we believe that it is important to approach “community first” CCE relationships with humility, an ability to engage with positionalities, a commitment to building trust, and, finally, concrete actions to change institutional structures privileging certain bodies over others. Academics in particular need to avoid expectations of and entitlement to CCE partnerships.

Third, our experiences highlight the necessity of ensuring that communities, and particularly those most marginalized, have control over research design, purpose, and findings. Those involved in the research process might ask: How are decisions made relating to research questions, data, and dissemination of results? Who makes these decisions and who retains control over research data? Who is involved in the research process, and who is not? During the first year of the CFS Hub, a collaborative agreement with the British Columbia Food Systems Network, one of the demonstration projects, stated: “The individuals interviewed
for this project, as well as members of the BC Food Systems Network, retain a high level of control over the research process, interpretation of results, and the sharing of results” (Chapman & Martin, 2013, p. 2). Additionally, demonstration project evaluations suggested community research dissemination should include corresponding community-focused outputs, in conjunction with the publication of academic articles. Community outputs might include policy briefs or public forums, where findings are accessible, in both language and format, to a wide audience.

Fourth, we suggest the importance of adopting anti-colonial and social-justice research frameworks, especially when working with social movement organizations. While the content of anti-colonial and social-justice frameworks may be different depending on the context and partners, these frameworks provide necessary insight and actions to dismantle power hierarchies between academics and communities as well as within communities themselves. We suggest that those involved in the research might ask: How does this research challenge extractive research practices? How does it support marginalized community members while challenging power structures based on racial, gendered, colonial, and other hierarchies? How does this research partnership support movements for social justice and decolonization?

In general, we have found that, when academic and community partners approach partnerships with the aim of challenging social inequities through system-level change, these relationships establish a context in which all those involved can meaningfully begin to move towards “community first” CCE.

While these recommendations support more equitable and respectful “community first” CCE, we remain uncertain whether it is possible to create research that meaningfully puts “community first” within the confines of current structures that privilege academics and western ways of knowing. As we have outlined above, research funding is often structured to place significant power and decision-making in the hands of academics in CCE partnerships. Similarly, linear timelines tended to prioritize data collection and academic outputs rather than centring community epistemologies, which are often iterative, embedded in cultural and social practices, and relationship-based. Additionally, non-profit organizations are often chosen as CCE partners because funders and academics tend to see them as more accountable and better equipped to deal with the administrative work of CCE partnerships. However, these groups are often constrained by funding and organizational mandates in their ability to radically challenge social inequities in comparison to grassroots networks and activists. Additionally, our engagement with non-profit organizations and the particular bodies that tend to make up these organizations encouraged continued work within western knowledge production paradigms.

While we personally remain committed to “community first” CCE, we highlight the importance of embracing the complexities and specificities of doing so, recognizing that current funding structures as well as academic timelines and assumptions greatly inhibit “community first” approaches, demanding that our work challenge academic institutions and structures in order to better serve both the academic and non-academic communities with which we work.
Concluding Thoughts
Reflecting on our collective experiences doing “community first” CCE, we highlighted CFICE’s understanding of “community first” as the creation of equitable partnerships and the co-creation of knowledge. Building on this definition, the CFS Hub attempted to engage in “community first” CCE research by taking cues from FSC (our core community partner), and in doing so supported CCE partnerships aimed at building healthy, sustainable, and equitable food systems. However, while we believed these efforts were oriented towards “community first” CCE, we also underlined the ways that we fell short of meeting our goals. Our limitations were rooted both in our own mistakes as well as restrictions within academic systems, especially timelines and funding structures that facilitated academic control over CCE partnerships.

We also discussed the ways in which homogenous understandings of community led to CCE work that does not necessarily address power inequities either within or beyond communities. In particular, we highlighted the ways academic structures tend to privilege partnering with particular kinds of communities. For example, many non-profit organizations can be dominated by staff who benefit from dominant structures, and whose background is often (though certainly not always) rooted in western epistemologies.

While underlining the limitations of our research decisions, as well as broader institutional structures privileging western ways of knowing, we reflected on the possibilities of moving towards CCE that puts “community first” rather than simply assuming we were successful in doing this kind of work. We suggest that these possibilities might include:

• ensuring those involved in “community first” CCE partnerships can articulate intentions and goals;
• critically reflecting on and engaging with commonalities and differences amongst and between partners;
• ensuring communities have control over the research design and process; and
• employing anti-colonial and social justice frameworks demanding structural change and challenging inequities between and within universities and communities.

Although the reflections and suggestions presented above are not completely novel (see, for example, Bortolin, 2011; Cronley et al., 2015; McBride et al., 2006; Stoecker, Tryon, & Hilgendorf, 2009; Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2000), by reflecting on our attempts to do “community first” CCE, we underline the need to unpack the complexities of doing this kind of research. Even when we know about and design research in attempts to avoid the reproduction of inequitable power relations and western ways of knowing, why do we continue to face the same kinds of challenges? In unpacking our own attempts to put “community first” in CCE, we call attention to the potential to reproduce dominant hierarchies and ways of knowing, even while aware and attempting to be subversive.

As such, this paper is part of our own process of recognizing mistakes as well as identifying the structural limitations we faced along with broader practices and assumptions that need to change. In doing so, we conclude that engaging in “community first” CCE, is an ongoing aspiration rather than a set of fixed methodologies that will inherently develop non-
hierarchical relationships that challenge community-academic dichotomies. For us, this means that although the research frameworks and methods were incredibly important, we must work beyond these projects to challenge and change broader behaviours and structures that promote academic forms of knowledge over community-based knowledges, academic control of research over community-based research, and western ways of knowing over diverse forms of knowledge. In this way we echo the need for “community first” CCE practitioners to ensure that “educational institutions recognize the ideologies and practices of domination that structure how we relate to one another daily in maintaining subordination of others, and commit to institutional transformation” (Verjee, 2012, p. 66). We suggest that such institutional transformation must be considered part of “community first” practice even though it may go beyond specific “community first” CCE projects.

This process involves ongoing critical reflections on research and teaching by both community and academic participants, understanding the limitations within current research paradigms, and placing community goals and needs first while working together within anti-colonial and social justice frameworks. In other words, academic needs, at times, may be forced to take a back seat to communities’ needs. This rather literal translation of putting “community first” is a potential avenue for challenging academic research priorities and values. At the same time, we recognize that communities themselves involve tensions and hierarchies and may also privilege western epistemologies and ways of knowing. In this complex environment, we recognize that our work with the CFS Hub did not always achieve our aim to put communities first. We believe it is essential to engage with our limitations and be upfront about what we were and are able to achieve as this creates space for acknowledging the work still to be done to create a context in which meaningful “community first” CCE can happen. Despite these challenges, we maintain that it is important to work towards “community first” research by challenging academic and western ways of doing and knowing in research and teaching while critically reflecting on our own research choices and the communities with whom we work.
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